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DID THE NEW VP PLAYER SAFETY STEPHAN QUINTAL GET IT RIGHT?

Before reading this article make sure you have read the TSN article by Kerry Fraser on the 
Simmonds - McDonagh incident and the TLPF audio visual recording that provides a slow 
motion review of the incident.  

Fraser as former veteran NHL referee provides a true perspective on the McDonagh cross 
check.  Kerry says:  

"Given the gap of space and time, it is unreasonable to suggest that McDonagh’s strike was a 
simple reflex. It was a deliberate act that was reckless and potentially dangerous. Striking 
Simmonds directly in the head with his stick could more reasonably be regarded as a deliberate 
attempt to injure his opponent. Take note of the initial location of the strike delivered by 
McDonagh, followed by a full extension of the arms and stick.  McDonagh’s actions were 
nothing less than a deliberate cross-check to the head of his opponent who was approaching to 
deliver a legal body check. This is worthy of a match penalty".   

Reading Kerry's analysis of the incident was a breath of fresh air because he called it the way 
every "true hockey" person would interpret the cross check.  

NHL Senior VP Player Safety, Stephan Quintal makes the right call on not suspending 
Simmonds but did he miss an important chance to show true leadership on the importance of 
player safety in the NHL?  Why is the right thing to do always the hardest thing to do?  Well, it is 
because there is always concern for making all the parties relatively satisfied with every 
decision and he hasn't been in the role very long.  Neither, excuses for not stepping up and 
doing the "right thing" which is always the hardest thing to do. 

We at TLPF applaud Kerry Fraser for providing his assessment because he was being honest 
and  showing his experience as a veteran of the NHL trenches.  Stephane has been in the job a 
short time but that's no excuse for not choosing to send the right message to players in the 
NHL.  Ryan McDonagh provoked the incident with a cross check that can be reasonably 
described as vicious and a deliberate intent to injure his opponent, which should be totally 
unacceptable to the NHL as a league.  It's our opinion at TLPF that Stephan missed a good 
opportunity to send a clear message that this type of behaviour won't be tolerated and assess a 
suspension to Mr. McDonagh of no less than five games for a first offence (or maximum 
suspension the CBA provides).  The serving of the suspension to be once McDonagh is cleared 
medically to play again, which likely should have been the next game.  Let's hope the new SR 
VP steps up the next chance he gets to send the right message to players.  We at TLPF believe 
player safety is important and doing the right thing is absolutely essential to protect the league 
and players.  TLPF 11-FEB-2016


